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Global Aviation Market Q2 2022 - Overview 

 
> The recovery in the aviation sector continued during the first quarter of 2022, despite the war in Ukraine.  

> The closure of the Ukrainian airspace impacts total air passenger traffic in Europe by roughly 3.3%, and total air traffic 
globally by 0.8%, as per 2021 traffic figures according to IATA. 

> Kerosene prices rose sharply since the start of the war in Ukraine. They stood at USD 150 per barrel at their peak in 
March, up +39% on the month and even +121% year-on-year. 

> Due to sanctions against Russia about 500 aircraft were stranded in Russia, of which 41 could be recovered. The future 
of the remaining aircraft is uncertain. However, no long-term impact is expected on the airline industry. 

> Conclusion: While the industry continues to recover there are new challenges ahead. Margins remain low for top tier 
carriers. Transaction volume was also subdued, with only several larger RfP’s in the market.  We currently see a generic 
spread for a narrowbody loan at around 340 bps.  
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Aviation Debt – Market Summary 

The recovery in the aviation sector continued during the first 

quarter of 2022, despite the war in Ukraine. In terms of 

capital markets activity, the volumes have decreased 

significantly compared to Q4 2021. There seems to be a 

divergence between the US and European airline stocks 

while the first continue to rise the latter have not performed 

as well. RPK’s have further improved especially for 

international air traffic. The exception is China, which 

continues to impose its zero-Covid policy, enforcing large 

scale lock-downs. While the direct impact of the war in 

Ukraine to air travel has been limited, the indirect effects of 

rising fuel costs impact the airline industry across the board 

and will only be felt in the coming quarters. Also rising 

interest rates make it more challenging for airlines and 

lessors to refinance. This will likely put upward pressure on 

currently depressed margins for top tier carriers. Despite the 

challenges ahead airlines remain bullish for the rest of 2022, 

with especially US carriers expecting pre-Covid revenue 

levels or even higher. 

Financing Terms 
After Q4 2021 marked one of the busiest quarters in terms 

of lessor capital market activity, Q1 2022 posted the lowest 

volume since 2019. A total of USD 3.2bln have been issued, 

in Q1 2022, compared to USD 25bln in Q4 2021, according 

to Ishka. ALC alone has issued USD 1.5bln in unsecured 

financing of the total USD 3.2bln volume. The low volume is 

likely due to rising interest rate and the rush for financing in 

the previous quarter and hence a lower financing need 

going forward.  

Airline’s issuances slowed as well to USD 1.8bn for the first 

quarter of 2022. Only Chinese airlines have been very active 

issuing an equivalent of USD 11bln bringing the total 

issuance volume (including CNY issuances) for Q1 2022 to 

USD 12.8bln, which in Dollar-terms is on par with Q4 2021. 

Deal Volume was generally low in the first quarter of 2022 

and many market participants waited on the side-lines 

creating opportunities for active market participants. Hence 

pricing remains broadly unchanged, with a slight uptick. 

LTV’s have not moved significantly, however aircraft values 

seem to slowly revers and start to rise from their lows, at 

least for certain aircraft types. There has also been an 

increased demand for mezzanine financing sometimes up to 

100% LTV in order to minimize equity contributions.  

 

Figure 1, Source: Prime Capital Research 

 

Airline Equity Market 
As the aviation sector continues its recovery there seems to 

be a disparity between US and European carriers. Leading 

US- airlines such as Southwest airlines, American Airlines and 

United Airlines have seen an increase in their stock prices 

during the first quarter of 2022. However, European carriers 

such as Ryanair, IAG and SAS are lagging behind. Rising fuel 

costs have impacted profitability and investors seem 

concerned, but this is only reflected in the stock prices of 

European airlines, compared with their US counter parts. For 

Q1 2022, American Airlines reported the first time that total 

revenue was above 2019 levels based on record sales in 

March 2022. United Airlines reported that it expects the 

highest quarterly revenue in Q2 2022 and hence has a very 

positive outlook for the rest of 2022. Also margins further 

improved despite cost headwinds. Lufthansa reported a 

significant increase in its load factor from 59% in January 

2022 to 72% in March 2022. Revenues have more than 

doubled compared to the same period in 2021.  

  

Figure 2, Source:  Bloomberg 
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Kerosene prices rose sharply since the start of the war in 

Ukraine. They stood at USD 150 per barrel at their peak in 

March up +39% on the month and +121% year-on-year. It is 

expected that the upward pressures on prices will continue, 

especially in case of more stringent sanctions being applied 

to Russia. According to IATA, fuel expenses made up around 

25% of airlines’ operating expenses prior to the pandemic, 

this also included hedging costs.  

Commercial Aviation

Figure 3, Source:  IATA 

According to IATA, industry-wide revenue passenger-

kilometres (RPKs), an indicator of global passenger demand, 

in March 2022 were -41% below pre-crisis levels in 2019, 

while available seat-kilometres (ASKs) recorded a -38% 

decline compared to 2019. Year-on-year, RPK’s have 

increased by +76% compared to March 2021 and up +2.8% 

versus February 2022. In terms of capacity, ASK’s grew 

+46% year-on-year. The recovery of international air traffic 

is apparent looking at the isolated figures compared to 

March 2021. RPK’s grew by +285% for international flights 

in March 2022 and APK’s by +132%. In contrast, China’s 

domestic air traffic has been heavily impacted by the spread 

of Omicron in China and the subsequent complete lock 

downs of certain cities, with volumes down -59% in March 

year-on-year. However, this has not translated to a decrease 

in international RPKs for Asia Pacific carriers. Overall, Covid 

19 is becoming less of an issue in countries outside of Asia, 

allowing the rebound in air traffic to continue. The impact 

from the war in Ukraine on air travel remains very limited 

overall, and even travel within Europe as well as travel 

between Asia and Europe remains strong. The closure of the 

Ukrainian airspace impacts total air passenger traffic in 

Europe by roughly 3.3%, and total air traffic globally by 

0.8%, as per 2021 traffic figures according to IATA. It 

remains to be noted that despite the low impact on the 

aviation industry the conflict has devastating impact on the 

people living in the affected regions. 

 

The impact of sanctions on Russia 
Russia’s attack on Ukraine has severely impacted the life of 

millions of people with far reaching humanitarian 

consequences and devastating effects for people living in 

Ukraine and their loved ones. It is still unclear how long the 

war will last and what the outcome might be. In any case the 

ripple effects of the war itself as well as the consequences in 

the form of sanctions and other restrictions will be felt 

throughout the world economy.  

The aviation sector has been impacted directly by the 

sanctions, which have been imposed on Russia. The 

sanctions imposed by multiple countries had required 

aircraft leasing companies that own aircraft in Russia, to have 

them repossessed by the end of March 2022. 

When Russia invaded Ukraine at the end of February, 

Russia's airlines were operating 861 commercial planes, 

both passenger and cargo jets, according to Cirium. Just 

over 50% of those planes, with an estimated market value of 

USD 9.2bln, were owned by foreign leasing companies. The 

Russian aviation industry depends on aircraft built in either 

Europe or the US by companies such as Boeing and Airbus. 

The United States and most of Europe have closed the air 

space to Russian airlines almost immediately after the 

invasion, and most of the aircraft at issue remained in Russia 

or quickly flew back there.  

Leasing companies have been trying to recover several 

hundred planes, which are operated in Russia. However, 

Russia’s President Vladimir Putin signed a law that allows the 

Russian airlines to operate the aircraft domestically and to 

re-register them in Russia, lowering the prospects for their 

recovery by foreign owners. Hence the roughly USD 10bln 

worth of foreign-owned aircraft are stuck in the country. 

So far lessors have been able to recover 41 planes with an 

estimated market value of USD 770m since the start of the 

conflict, according to estimates by aviation consultancy 

Cirium. In the aftermaths of about 450 aircraft being stuck in 

Russia for the time being, leasing companies are in 

discussions with insurance companies on if and how much of 

their claims are covered. Lessors are also lobbying 

regulators to allow the 41 aircraft that have been 

repossessed back into commercial service. The issue here is, 

that most of the aircraft do not have a full set of records 

given the extraordinary circumstances the aircraft have been 

recovered in. For the planes stranded in Russia there is little 

hope that these can be reintegrated into the global fleet, 

given that the maintenance cannot be properly performed 

due to missing parts and service sites. 

While the event is unprecedented, the industry so far 

agrees, that as a “black swan event” it will only have a minor 

long-term impact on the overall aviation sector. Given the 

450 stranded aircraft make up “only” 1.7% of the global 

aircraft fleet.  Also, the majority of leasing companies 

affected are well capitalized.
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About Prime Capital’s Private Debt Team  

Our aviation team, which has been active in the Aviation Debt market for many years, has already carried out transactions of 

more than USD 1bn. The Private Debt Team additionally invests in Commercial Real Estate, Infrastructure Debt and Corporate 

Lending. We expect significant further asset growth in these areas, while providing satisfactory risk adjusted returns to our 

largely institutional investors.  

 
Further information about Prime Capital AG can be found on the web site  
www.primecapital-ag.com 
 
Contact:  

 
 
Prime Capital – Portfolio Management Private Debt 
impd@primecapital-ag.com  
 
 
Further information about Prime Capital AG can be found on the web site  
www.primecapital-ag.com 

 
 
 
  

Julius Hünnemeyer, CFA 
Executive Director 
Private Debt 

http://www.primecapital-ag.com/
mailto:impd@primecapital-ag.com
http://www.primecapital-ag.com/
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Disclaimer:  
 
 

The information and opinion contained in this document (hereinafter “Information”) is provided only for advertising purposes, and is 
not construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or to sell any securities or financial instruments in any jurisdiction whatsoever. It does 
not constitute an official confirmation, invitation, solicitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase or sell any of the products or services 
of Prime Capital AG, Frankfurt am Main. No investment decision should be made on the basis of this document. The Information 
contained herein may not be complete and may not contain all relevant material information related to any (financial) instrument 
presented. No representation or warranty is made or implied concerning, and Prime Capital AG assumes no responsibility for, the 
accuracy, completeness, reliability or comparability of the information contained herein relating to third parties.  
 
The Information contained in this document was obtained in good faith from sources considered to be reliable, but its accuracy, 
completeness, reliability, or comparability is not guaranteed or otherwise warranted or represented by Prime Capital AG. Specifically, 
the Information contained herein has been obtained from third party sources, which is based solely on publicly available information. 
Prime Capital AG makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, correctness, suitability or timeliness of such data. In 
particular, Prime Capital AG is not obligated to update information provided in this document or to delete obsolete information from 
this document. The information provided in this document may change at any time without prior notification. As a result, information 
once published in this document may not be understood to mean that matters have remained the same since publication or that the 
information is still up-to-date following its publication. The validity of the information is limited to the point in time of their being issued 
and may change based on market developments. 
 
This document and the Information contained herein is confidential and intended only for the person to whom it has been provided 
and under no circumstance may a copy be shown, copied, transmitted, or otherwise given to any person other than the authorized 
recipient without the prior written consent of Prime Capital AG. 
 
 The content of this document is protected by intellectual property rights owned by Prime Capital AG. The reproduction, transmission 
(electronically or by other means), linking, alteration, storage, archiving or other uses for public or private use of information or data, in 
whole or in parts, in particular, the use of texts, portions of texts or images requires the prior consent of Prime Capital AG. In particular, 
you are prohibited from: 

i. copying this document in whole or in parts (whether by printing them on paper, saving them to a file or otherwise); 
ii. removing, changing or otherwise making the content of this document incomprehensible or using the material contained 

on this document in a manner other than intended in these legal notices and terms of use;  
iii. using this document or the information it contains for unlawful purposes. 

 
 

The Information provided herein is not taking into account any particular person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Investors 
should before acting on the information provided in this document, consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to 
their individual objectives, financial situation or needs.  
 
Please bear in mind, that any forward looking statements re targets and achieving such targets is subject to unexpected risk and 
uncertainties and cannot be guaranteed in any way.  
 
Privacy: 
 
Prime Capital AG is committed to protecting your privacy. The types of personal information we collect about you depends on the 
relationship with us. They include (i) your personal contact details such as name, title, postal addresses, email addresses and telephone 
numbers, (ii) the company you work for and your position, (iii) identification and background information we may collect about you as 
part of our business acceptance procedures, (iv) technical information such as information from your visits to our website or relating to 
the event invitations, updates, marketing material, and other communication we send to you electronically, (v) your communication 
preferences regarding marketing materials or (vi) any other personal information you provide to us during your relationship with us, 
such as dietary requirements, any physical disability and your views and comments. 
They ways in which we collect personal information about you may include the following: (i) in the course of our business acceptance 
procedures, (ii) through your general use of our website. In particular, we collect personal information about you if you complete forms 
on our website and if you send emails to firm personnel, (iii) through your responses to our emails asking that you confirm and update 
information we maintain about you, or that you provide your consent for us to communicate with you, or (iv) through information you 
may provide to representatives of our firm at conferences or similar events.    

 


